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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| April 7   | When the “field” is Online: Qualitative Data Collection  
Dr. Janet Salmons                                      |
| April 8   | Improving Team Collaboration                                                                 |
| April 15  | Teaching Qualitative Methods Online  
Dr. Christina Silver and Sarah Bulloch, University of Surrey  
and  Dr. Chareen Snelson, Associate Professor, Boise State University and |
| May 6     | Integrating Transcription                                                                        |
| June 3    | Explore and Visualize your Data                                                                  |
NVivo Community - Connect With Fellow Researchers

A Global Network

Within Disciplines

Across Organizations

Community of Practice

Join the NVivo Community
https://go.nvivobyqsr.com/Community
Customize NVivo To Suit Your Needs

The research process:

1. Collect Data
2. Transcribe
3. Manage and Analyze
4. Collaborate
5. Enhance

- NVivo Integration for Word, Excel, and Outlook
- NVivo Transcription
- NVivo (desktop)
- NVivo Collaboration
- NVivo Learning Journeys

Options:
- Pay As You Go
- Unlimited Use
- NVivo - Windows
- NVivo - Mac
- Collaboration Cloud
- Collaboration Server
- Certification
- 1:1 Coaching
- Onsite Workshops
Thank you!
Conducting Qualitative Fieldwork During COVID-19
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You planned to conduct fieldwork using traditional face-to-face methods. Then COVID-19 erupted.

Now what?
Traditionally face-to-face - transforming into ‘distance’ methods

‘Born digital’ content - already ‘distance’ methods
It’s not all about the digital ...

Paper diaries
Drawings
Handwritten creative responses
Mapping exercises
Collages
Letters
Cultural probes

Send and return by snail mail or use email to send photos of the artefacts. Can be followed up with a phone or online discussion
Don't forget the ethical implications when conducting fieldwork in shared household spaces.

Digital data privacy issues - GDPR and more.

Revised ethics applications may need to be approved for modifications to your protocol.
**Books on Innovative and Creative Methods**


A Guided Tour of the Resource

Doing Fieldwork in a Pandemic – Google Docs

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1clGjGABB2h2qbduTgfqribHmog9B6P0NvMgVuiHZCl8/edit?usp=sharing